OUTDOOR
HEATING

A firepit or stone
stove can save
you forking out
on buying a
patio heater.
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Outdoorliving

alfresco

With the days getting longer
and the sun threatening to
shine at last, we can now enjoy
the garden. Rebecca Cowling
looks at the latest products
guaranteed to maximise our
enjoyment of the great outdoors.

S

elfbuilders in the past had a tendency to
carefully plan every aspect of their house
with barely a second thought to the garden.
But in recent years there has been a
growing emphasis on outdoor living, where
the garden becomes an extension of the living room
or kitchen – an ideal place for cooking, entertaining
and relaxing as you would indoors, but with the added
pleasure of being outside. Bifold doors combined with
open-plan living have really expanded our homes,
inviting the outdoor spaces in, and vice versa.
Cooking alfresco is the ultimate delight, whether it be
on a BBQ, outdoor kitchen, or even a firepit. But this is
not the Mediterranean after all, and there will be times
when heating is required, especially in the evenings.
Addressing cooking and heating requirements
together is not only cheaper, but is also a lot greener.
For example, a firepit or stone stove can save you
forking out on buying that additional patio heater.
At the other extreme, there will be times when
shading is required - particularly for small children.
Awnings, sail cloths and parasols are useful and can
be easily stored over the winter. More permanent
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This installation
uses an
EcoSmart Fire
DISH model. With
a small AB3 burner,
it is priced at £890.
(smartfireuk.com)
This luxury
bespoke pool
and loggia are
made from hand
carved stone and
marble. The pool
cost approximately
£140,000. (afterthe
antique.co.uk)
The Riptide
Neptune swim
spa from the Hot
Tub Barn measures
4.2m in length and
is priced at £15,995.
(hottubbarn.co.uk)
The Softub
Legend 220
shown in almond
with a wood
surround is a
3-4 person tub
measuring 180cm
in diameter. it is
priced at £4990.
(softubuk.com)
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This Haus
awning has
weather sensors
and LED lights
and is available in
an array of frame
and fabric colours.
Prices start at
£4,800. (appeal
shading.com)
The HotSpot
Tempo seats
six adults and has
45 hydromassage
jets. £6,995.
(hottubbarn.co.uk)
Dine, lounge,
study or
sleep in a rotating
lounger pod, lit
with integral solar
lighting. Priced at
£8,399. (ornate
garden.com)
This
Light’n’Shade
system from
Gilkicker can be
built over a dining
area, and the
roof can be set
to shade or light
under different
areas of the roof.
(gilkicker.org.uk)
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structures over dining areas can be built and fitted
with special roof functions, allowing independent
areas of the roof to be opened and closed separately,
offering shade flexibility under one area.
Built-in furniture can be a great addition to the
garden, The ability to use it quickly and easily
whenever the weather allows means that you are
much more likely to head outside. Waterproof storage
for soft furnishings such as cushions can also provide
convenient access to instant comfort for when that
illusive sun shines.
If your budget can stretch that far, a spa or pool can
add a real sense of luxury to the garden, and provide
welcome respite from the daily grind. Traditional
fibreglass hardshell spas and built-in pools are best
installed at the build stage, but for more modest
budgets there are cheaper alternatives. For example,
Softubs, made of polybond insulation foam, use less
energy and are easy to move and install. They are
also available with attractive surrounds, providing an
alternative finish to the traditional hardshell designs.
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This EcoSmart
Scope700
fireplace creates
an outdoor living
room effect.
(smartfiresuk.com)
The EcoSmart
Vintage
Conversion will add
a cool retro feature
to the garden as
well as some heat.
(smartfiresuk.com)
These marble
and wood
pebble stools from
Keir Townsend are
great features for
the garden. Prices
start at £2,420.
(keirtownsend.com)
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Outdoor living top tips

One way to create interest in your garden
*is by
dividing it up into ‘rooms’ with each one
serving a different purpose.

Adding garden ornaments can also help to
*separate
your spaces or bring them together.
Chimineas and fire pits are becoming
*increasingly
popular. As well as having a

practical purpose they also make a great
focal point in your entertaining area.
Peter Burk (potterandrest.co.uk)
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Hot
STUFF
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Planes by Cathy Azria is created
using tapering steel plates. The
sculptured fireplace is available via
B+D Design. (bd-design.co.uk)
Beefeater BBQ’s
Signature and Discovery
range of barbecues have up to five
main burners, side burners, prep
areas, grills and warming racks. The
barbecues are built into a range of
cabinets with sinks. Modular outdoor
kitchens start at £1,349 for a fourburner barbecue with a cupboard and
side burner. (beefeaterbbq.com)
Napoleon grills provide
three different ways to
cook and dine outdoors. Charcoal,
gas and built-in kitchen barbecues are
all available. (napoleongrills.co.uk)
The Esse Fire Stone is highly insulated
and winter-proof. It is capable of
temperatures as high as 550 ºC and
has a stay-cool stainless steel handle.
The glazed stove door allows sight
of food, regulates air flow and retains
heat. Priced at £1,800. (esse.com)
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